TYKESON HALL
NAMING OPPORTUNITIES

Our leadership donors are invited to place their name on a Tykeson Hall location that best represents their interests.

**Exterior: courtyard, lawn, terrace**  $1–2 million
This beautifully landscaped open area will create a dynamic “outdoor room” – a focal point where students will gather informally and where high-visibility outdoor events will be staged. More importantly, it will create a seamless indoor-outdoor connection with Tykeson Hall and draw students inside to discover the amenities of this unique building.

**Public space: café, commons, lounge, living room**  $500,000–$1 million
The atrium of Tykeson Hall will be a spacious, welcoming hub of activity with community spaces that invite exploration and conversation. The architectural design will not only emphasize human interaction—it will also ensure that students can easily navigate through the building to find essential advising services and support.

**Classrooms and tutorial labs**  $100,000–$1 million
The numerous classrooms and tutorial labs in Tykeson Hall will serve more than 9,000 students each year. By offering both required and elective classes in these classrooms and labs, Tykeson Hall becomes a go-to place for the academic experience.

**Advising center and “theme pods”**  $250,000–$1 million
When students first enter Tykeson Hall, they will immediately encounter our integrated career and academic advising center, in an impossible-to-miss location adjacent to the Café. This center will be an attractive, vibrant nexus of activity that serves as the main relay point for the building’s many advising amenities. Upstairs, students will find “theme pods” that house academic/career advising teams, with each team focusing on a specific area that reflects the aspirations of current students (e.g., health professions, environmental stewardship, or global engagement).

**Offices and conference rooms**  $100,000–$1 million
Tykeson Hall will be a “headquarters” for the College of Arts and Sciences (CAS), the core academic unit of the UO, with 65 percent of the university’s faculty, undergraduate majors, and degrees granted. CAS leadership will be located in this building and will oversee the full range of Tykeson Hall’s innovative advising programs.

DESTINATION: STUDENT SUCCESS

You can be a trailblazer, a forward-thinking leader who helps students chart a path to success.

Today’s students need personalized help. They feel intense pressure to graduate on time, to make the best use of family resources. They worry about making good choices.

They also worry about their future job prospects. The career landscape is evolving at dizzying speed. New types of jobs emerge every day. What is the best way to build a portfolio of skills? What are the best classes to take?

The challenge is clear. And the UO College of Arts and Sciences has an innovative solution—the Tykeson College and Careers Building, designed from the ground up to engage students in a comprehensive suite of advising services.

You can be one of the leading philanthropists who will help our students chart a meaningful path forward.